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NOTE: Access code is not included with this book #1 selling text with great explanations and just

enough anatomy!  Clear explanations and a solid learning framework have been market tested and

refined. Fox helps students master the fundamentals by providing appropriate anatomical detail.

Human Physiology, Fourteenth Edition, is intended for the one-semester Human Physiology course

often taken by allied health and biology students. The beginning chapters introduce basic chemical

and biological concepts to provide students with the framework they need to comprehend

physiological principles. The chapters that follow promote conceptual understanding rather than rote

memorization of facts. Health applications are included throughout the book to heighten interest,

deepen understanding of physiological concepts, and help students relate the material to their

individual career goals. Every effort has been made to help students integrate related concepts and

understand the relationships between anatomical structures and their functions. Users who

purchase Connect Plus receive access to the full online ebook version of the textbook.
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The chapters on the text are stretched out and make it very difficult to study. You will encounter

chapters that cut-off by saying "see chapter 12" and see "chapter 8. figure 3.10" I would have given

it 5 stars if it was written in a coherent manner--- meaning the text specifically talks about the topic

and finishes talking about the topic before going on to the next chapter. When you study you will be

turning the pages A LOT to get your studying done.



Well written, informative, and up to date. I find this book to be an excellent reference to start with

when answering any of my questions on this topic. I only need to go to the research papers if I need

more details, such as the data sets or the test methods used to explore the points of interest. I also

enjoy the structure and pace of the teachings as well as the graphical aids. This book makes the

topic fun to learn.

The book was hardly looked at for my class. Not the companies fault.It was hardcover and heavy.

Worn a bit around the edges.But it served its purpose.

This is a great book. it came brand new looking.

great book

very helpful. clean.
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